CRP 3900/7850 City and Regional Futures:  
“The Professional Planning Colloquium”  
Fall 2017  
Fridays, 12:20 – 2:00 PM, Abby and Howard Milstein Auditorium, Milstein Hall

Coordinator: Jeffrey M. Chusid, 106 W. Sibley Hall, 607-254-5378, jmc286@cornell.edu
GTRS: Daniel Manichello, dam369@cornell.edu, and Sara Trigoboff, st872@cornell.edu

The Colloquium Lecture Series brings to CRP a variety of speakers with significant insights and experiences in planning and preservation practice and its contexts. Formal presentations are followed by informal “talk-back” sessions in Room 115 W. Sibley, held from 2:00 to 3:00 pm.

Attendance Policy:
Students will receive 1 credit hour for attending at least seven colloquium presentations. Students taking the series for credit may not have more than 2 absences. PLEASE NOTE: Failing to sign in for the lecture with a GTRS will result in an absence.

Schedule of Presentations:

Sept 8  Mike Lydon: Tactical Urbanism: Short-term Action for Long-term Change
Sept 15 Andrea Roberts: The Homeplace Aesthetic: Principles of Place Preservation in Deep East Texas’ Vernacular African American Landscapes
Sep 29 David Bieri: Gradual and Cataclysmic Money Revisited: How Detroit’s Turbulent Financial History Matters for Urban Theory
Oct 27 Mitch Glass: Detroit + Hartford: Reviving and Reconnecting Neighborhoods through Planning/Urban Design
Nov 3 Jonathan Rose: The Well-Tempered City
Nov 17 Lisa Knoll: Social Impact Bonds and the moralization of “the market”
Dec 1 Yunji Kim, Claire McClinton, Karen Majewski, Lindsey Smith: Austerity, Michigan Cities, and the Future